
 

The latest update of the long-running Grand Theft Auto series, Grand Theft Auto IV is a terrific game that offers one of the
richest and most immersive single-player experiences in gaming history. This guide tells you how to install and use Game Crack
Razor1911 on your PC. Since its 2008 release, GTAIV has been subject to many updates which have fixed bugs or added
features such as support for Xbox 360 controllers or missions involving motorcycles. But the latest patch released was different:
it removed an Easter Egg found in Liberty City Police radio chatter — a "pedestrian spotted swinging from tree" — and
replaced it with another call about a jogger who "appears to be lost". But a group of modders were not happy about this and they
have come up with a way to re-add the original pedestrian. The crack for this is called Razor1911, after the street gang featured
prominently in GTA4. It is a modified version of the official 1.0.8 patch that lets you add the Easter Egg back into the game and
uses text-replacement to add new ones too so you can add your own, such as "Zombie spotted at [location]". Full details can be
found on the Razor1911 website.

Razor1911 Installation Guide: http://www.gamershell.com/news_23035.html 

GTA IV Patch 1.0.8 Update: The latest update of the long-running Grand Theft Auto series, Grand Theft Auto IV is a terrific
game that offers one of the richest and most immersive single-player experiences in gaming history. This guide tells you how to
install and use Game Crack Razor1911 on your PC. Since its 2008 release, GTAIV has been subject to many updates which
have fixed bugs or added features such as support for Xbox 360 controllers or missions involving motorcycles. But the latest
patch released was different: it removed an Easter Egg found in Liberty City Police radio chatter — a "pedestrian spotted
swinging from tree" — and replaced it with another call about a jogger who "appears to be lost". But a group of modders were
not happy about this and they have come up with a way to re-add the original pedestrian. The crack for this is called Razor1911,
after the street gang featured prominently in GTAIV. It is a modified version of the official 1.0. 8 patch that lets you add the
Easter Egg back into the game and uses text-replacement to add new ones too so you can add your own, such as "Zombie spotted
at [location]". Full details can be found on the Razor1911 website. http://www.razor1911.com/

The following topics describe how to update and reinstall modified files:

http://pcgamingwiki.com/wiki/Grand_Theft_Auto_IV_(Razor1911)
http://www.pcworld.com/article/158780/gtaiv_modded1.html http://www.gamezonexbox360.
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